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What Keeps Me Smoke-Free
The most important thing is probably 

reminding myself of the reason why I 
quit smoking. I also try not to spend a 
lot of time with smokers, especially in 
places where smoking is allowed. When 
my cravings get strong, I step away from 
smokers. Finally, I carry nicotine gum with 
me when I know others will be smoking 
around me. 

Although I have not smoked in a year,  
I am still in the early stage of living 
smoke-free. It is getting easier, but I need 
to keep working on it. Every day that I 
do not smoke, I increase my chances of 
being smoke-free for the rest of my life. 
I also remind myself of other benefits 
to quitting. Like the extra money I am 
saving and the fact that I don’t smell like 
an ashtray any more! The most important 
reason I quit is that I don’t want my time 
with my wife and family to get cut short 
because of my smoking. When my wife got 
cancer, I learned the hard way that every 
minute counts. My commitment to our 
future together helps me stick to my goal 
to be smoke-free.



Becoming a Smoker
My name is Carlos and I am 69 years 

old. I had my last cigarette one year 
ago. This past year was not easy. There 
were many ups and downs. But one thing 
stayed the same: my commitment to be 
smoke-free. 

I was raised by my mother, and she was 
always very important to me. She was a 
smoker for as long as I can remember. I 
didn’t think anything of her habit when 
I was younger because she was always 
healthy. But I can’t blame my mom for my 
smoking. My friends probably had a lot 
more to do with it. 

It didn’t happen over night. At first, my 
friends and I would get cigarettes from 
other people. Eventually, we started 
bringing our own cigarettes out with us. 
Before I knew it, my friends and I were 
smoking each time we were together. We 
smoked when we were out at bars, while 
fishing, and just about anytime we got 
together. Most of the people around us 
also smoked.

 

What Happened to Make  
Me Want to Quit

I will never forget the day I met my wife. 
We were 18 years old and had that “love at 
first sight” kind of feeling. Flash forward to 
four kids, two grandkids, and a recent 50th 
wedding anniversary party with all our friends 
and family around us — we were counting our 
blessings. That is when everything changed. 
My wife went for her annual mammogram, and 
we found out she had breast cancer. The good 
news was that it was caught early and the 
doctors told us that she would be ok. 

I went with my wife to every chemo 
appointment. On one of these visits, I stepped 
outside to have a quick smoke. When I came 
back to her side, her doctor must have smelled 
the smoke on me. 

He asked me if I had ever had a lung cancer 
screening. Lung cancer screening? I had heard 
of prostate and colon cancer screening, but 
I did not know lung cancer screening was 
an option. Given everything my wife was 
going through, I did not want her to battle 
cancer, only to have her husband get it. I also 
started to think about what it would be like 
if something happened to me and my wife. 
The thought of our grandkids not having a 
grandparent tore me up inside. So, I decided to 
have the lung screening. I felt so relieved when 
I got the results and found out that they did 
not find cancer. I was one of the lucky ones. 

I was glad that I got screened, but I knew it 
was not enough. There was nothing my wife 
could have done to avoid breast cancer. But 
there was something I could do to avoid lung 

cancer. I had to quit smoking. It was the one 
thing I could do to show my wife how much 
she meant to me, and how much I wanted us 
to have a long future together. I made the 
commitment to quit smoking that day.

It Wasn’t Easy
Quitting was hard for many reasons.  

It was very hard to not smoke when I saw 
my wife go through some very tough days. 
But I knew smoking would only make things 
worse for both of us. 

It wasn’t easy when other people were 
smoking around me. At first, it made me 
angry every time a friend or co-worker 
would light one up near me. Being a 
construction foreman, most of my breaks 
are spent talking to my crew, who seem 
to smoke one cigarette after another. 
When they smoked around me, I  
was annoyed. 

Finally, I realized I couldn’t expect 
everyone to stop smoking around me. I had 
a choice. It was up to me. I could learn to 
deal with my cravings, leave when others 
smoked near me, or stop being friends with 

people who smoke. Because my 
friends were very important to 
me, I didn’t want to lose them.

 


